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1 Introduction 

1.1 Safety Audit Definition and Purpose 
A road safety audit is a term used internationally to describe an independent review of a future road 
project to identify any safety concerns that may affect the safety performance. The audit team considers 
the safety of all road users and qualitatively reports on road safety issues or opportunities for safety 
improvement.  

A road safety audit is therefore a formal examination of a road project, or any type of project which 
affects road users (including cyclists, pedestrians, mobility impaired etc.), carried out by an independent 
competent team who identify and document road safety concerns. 

A road safety audit is intended to help deliver a safe road system and is not a review of compliance with 
standards. 

The primary objective of a road safety audit is to deliver a project that achieves an outcome consistent 
with Safer Journeys and the Safe System approach, which is a safe road system increasingly free of 
death and serious injury. The road safety audit is a safety review used to identify all areas of a project 
that are inconsistent with a Safe System and bring those concerns to the attention of the client so that 
the client can make a value judgement as to appropriate action(s) based on the risk guidance provided 
by the safety audit team. 

The key objective of a road safety audit is summarised as: 

‘to deliver completed projects that contribute towards a safe road system that is increasingly free of 
death and serious injury by identifying and ranking potential safety concerns for all road users and 
others affected by a road project.’ 

A road safety audit should desirably be undertaken at project milestones such as: 

 concept stage (part of business case); 

 scheme or preliminary design stage (part of pre-implementation); 

 detail design stage (pre-implementation or implementation); or 

 pre-opening or post-construction stage (implementation or post-implementation). 

A road safety audit is not intended to be a technical or financial audit and does not substitute for a 
design check of standards or guidelines. Any recommended treatment of an identified safety concern is 
intended to be indicative only, and to focus the designer on the type of improvements that might be 
appropriate. It is not intended to be prescriptive and other ways of improving the road safety or 
operational problems identified should also be considered. 

In accordance with the procedures set down in the NZTA Road Safety Audit Procedures for Projects 
Guidelines - Interim release May 2013 the audit report should be submitted to the client who will instruct 
the designer to respond. The designer should consider the report and comment to the client on each of 
any concerns identified, including their cost implications where appropriate, and make a 
recommendation to either accept or reject the audit report recommendation. 

For each audit team recommendation that is accepted, the client will make the final decision and brief 
the designer to make the necessary changes and/or additions. As a result of this instruction the designer 
shall action the approved amendments. The client may involve a safety engineer to provide commentary 
to aid with the decision. 

Decision tracking is an important part of the road safety audit process. A decision tracking table is 
embedded into the report format at the end of each set of recommendations. It is to be completed by the 
designer, safety engineer, and client for each issue, and should record the designer’s response, client’s 
decision (and asset manager's comments in the case where the client and asset manager are not one 
and the same) and action taken. 

A copy of the report including the designer's response to the client and the client's decision on each 
recommendation shall be given to the road safety audit team leader as part of the important feedback 
loop. The road safety audit team leader will disseminate this to team members. 
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1.2 The Project 
The following section details the nature of the project.   

Source: 15-42-PublicInformationLeaflet-StAsaphStreet-fromFerryRoadtoAntiguaStreet 

This is the first project in Phase 2 of An Accessible City. The proposal connects Central City 
cycleways to other Major Cycleway Routes in Christchurch. It is also required to complete the 
one-way system westbound through the Central City. 

Enhanced cycling network: 

A separated cycleway is proposed on St Asaph Street between Ferry Road and Antigua Street. 
This is in preparation for future connectivity with proposed Major Cycle Routes. The proposed 
cycleway will also connect to other Central City key cycle routes. 

One of these is the cycleway already being constructed on Tuam Street. When finished the 
major east-west cycle routes at the southern end of Central City will be completed. 

Enhanced one-way street network: 

St Asaph Street is currently one-way and forms part of a westbound one-way main distributor 
street pairing with Tuam Street (carrying eastbound traffic). As an essential component of the 
travel network in the Central City, St Asaph Street remains a one-way corridor for the majority 
of its length with two westbound general traffic lanes throughout, supplemented by turning 
lanes at some intersections. This maintains the efficiency of St Asaph as a priority car and bus 
route. 

Enhanced environment: 

As outlined in the consultation plans, some enhancements to the landscaping are included 
such as new median islands and build-outs, replacement trees and improved lighting. 

 

Figure 1-1: Project Location 

Source: 15-42-PublicInformationLeaflet-StAsaphStreet-fromFerryRoadtoAntiguaStreet 
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1.3 The Road Safety Audit Team 
This road safety audit has been carried out in accordance with the NZTA Road Safety Audit Procedure 
for Projects Guidelines – Interim release May 2013, by: 

Name Position Company 

National Specialist – Road Safety MWH 

Technical Director – Civil Engineering Beca 

1.4 Previous Road Safety Audits 
The SAT are aware that a Detailed Design Road Safety Audit had been undertaken prior to the 
commencement of the construction.  At the time of writing this report, the SAT had not sighted this RSA, 
nor its findings.  Therefore, this RSA is undertaken as a fresh pair of eyes over the design and 
implementation. 

The SAT are aware, through site observations, that there have been changes to the design that have 
been incorporated into the final construction.  The SAT are not aware if these changes have in 
themselves been reviewed for the impact on road user safety and functionality. 

Subsequent to the field inspections, and during the finalisation of this report, the SAT were provided a 
copy of the previous report for their information.  The SAT note that the report provided did not have any 
designer’s responses, or client decisions.  It is assumed by the SAT that these have been undertaken as 
required under the Road Safety Audit Guidelines. 

1.5 Scope of This Road Safety Audit 
This is a post construction Safety Audit.  The SAT has generally limited their comments to works that 
have been completed only (refer to section 2).  However, given a number of safety concerns raised to 
Council, the SAT has been requested to consider additional elements that may not necessarily be 
typically included in a RSA.   

These include: 

 Consideration of the suggested amendments to design as detailed in Appendix A, 

 The effect of the new street layout on deliveries necessary for business, 

 The effect that the change of parking capacity has on the safe use of the street, 

The SAT therefore have utilised principles outlined in the accepted Safety Audit and Network Functionality 
(SANF) review process. 

The methodology for this Road Safety Audit (RSA) is in–line with that specified in the “NZTA Road Safety 
Audit Procedures for Projects Guideline”, (Interim release May 2013)”), which utilises the Safe Systems 
approach.  This approach includes the Safe System objectives that focus on the provision of forgiving 
roads and roadsides that are more accommodating of human error, and managing the crash forces to a 
level that the human body can tolerate without serious injury.  It is recognised that while road safety audits 
of projects tend to be focused on the road and interrelationship of the driver with the road, all cornerstones 
of a safe system are important and intertwined.  Key to the safe system approach is the consideration of 
vulnerable road users (pedestrians and cyclists) along with motorised road users. 

As defined in the NZTA guideline, the focus of the Safe System approach in Safety Auditing includes: 

 Provide forgiving roads and roadsides 

 Limit crash forces to prevent fatal and serious injuries 

 Understand road user perception of roads and roadsides 

 Consider both historic and predictive modelling 

The process used by the auditors included: 

1. Undertaking a desktop analysis of the supplied plans and documentation, 
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2. Undertaking an on-site review of the design to identify the impacts of the proposed design on the 
form and function of the road environment,   

3. Observe the behaviours of all road users, 
4. Undertaking an initial assessment of the items identified and the impacts on the road network, 

including an assessment of the ranking of concerns in accordance with the NZTA RSA Guidelines 
(2013 Interim Release), 

5. Compiling a formal report for presentation to the project team. 

1.6 Report Format 
The potential road safety problems identified have been ranked as follows. 

The expected crash frequency is qualitatively assessed on the basis of expected exposure (how many 
road users will be exposed to a safety issue) and the likelihood of a crash resulting from the presence of 
the issue. The severity of a crash outcome is qualitatively assessed on the basis of factors such as 
expected speeds, type of collision, and type of vehicle involved. 

Reference to historic crash rates or other research for similar elements of projects, or projects as a 
whole, have been drawn on where appropriate to assist in understanding the likely crash types, 
frequency and likely severity that may result from a particular concern. 

The frequency and severity ratings are used together to develop a combined qualitative risk ranking for 
each safety issue using the concern assessment rating matrix in Table 1-1. The qualitative assessment 
requires professional judgement and a wide range of experience in projects of all sizes and locations. 

Table 1-1: Concern Assessment Rating Matrix 

Severity 
(likelihood of death or 
serious injury) 

Frequency (probability of a crash) 

Frequent Common Occasional Infrequent 

Very likely Serious Serious Significant Moderate 

Likely Serious Significant Moderate Moderate 

Unlikely Significant Moderate Minor Minor 

Very unlikely Moderate Minor Minor Minor 

While all safety concerns should be considered for action, the client or nominated project manager will 
make the decision as to what course of action will be adopted based on the guidance given in this 
ranking process with consideration to factors other than safety alone. As a guide a suggested action for 
each concern category is given in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2: Concern Categories 

Concern Suggested action 

Serious 
Major safety concern that must be addressed and requires changes to avoid 
serious safety consequences. 

Significant 
Significant safety concern that should be addressed and requires changes to 
avoid serious safety consequences. 

Moderate Moderate safety concern that should be addressed to improve safety. 

Minor 
Minor safety concern that should be addressed where practical to improve 
safety. 

In addition to the ranked safety issues it is appropriate for the safety audit team to provide additional 
comments with respect to items that may have a safety implication but lie outside the scope of the safety 
audit. A comment may include items where the safety implications are not yet clear due to insufficient 
detail for the stage of project, items outside the scope of the audit such as existing issues not impacted 
by the project or an opportunity for improved safety but not necessarily linked to the project itself. While 
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typically comments do not require a specific recommendation, in some instances suggestions may be 
given by the auditors. 

The SANF review is required to fulfil two purposes; a road safety audit that takes into account all users, 
and an assessment of the network functionality of the MCR for all users. To fulfil the requirements of a 
safety audit the team has adopted the assessment system of the Road Safety Audit Procedures for 
Projects (Interim release May 2013- refer to Appendix B) with the ranking of each issue raised on a 
progressive scale of importance from minor, moderate, significant to serious.   

In accordance with this formal process, the SANF review includes under each safety issue identified a 
decision tracking box to document how each safety issue is addressed, and the decisions required of 
the design team going forward in the design.   

1.7 Documents Provided 
The SAT was provided with the following documents for this audit. 

Plan Reference Sheets Title Rev 

Accessible City - C01 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Cover Sheet  

Accessible City - R03, - RRD349401 - Construction Issue 
8 - CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

13 Plan  

Accessible City – R05 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan  

Accessible City - R06 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan and Paving Plans  

Accessible City - R08 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan and Paving Plans  

Accessible City - R09 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan and Paving Plans  

Accessible City - R10 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan and Long Section  

Accessible City - R12 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Plan and Long Section  

Accessible City - R31 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Road Marking Plan  

Accessible City - R32 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Road Marking Plan  

Accessible City - R35 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Tree Planting Plan  

Accessible City - R36 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Tree Planting Plan  

Accessible City - R37 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Tree Planting Plan  

Accessible City - R38 - RD349401 - Construction Issue 8 
- CP502207-06 - 2016-11-29 

1 Planting Plan  

1.8 Disclaimer 
The findings and recommendations in this report are based on an examination of available relevant 
plans, the specified road and its environs, and the opinions of the SAT. However, it must be recognised 
that eliminating safety concerns cannot be guaranteed since no road can be regarded as absolutely safe 
and no warranty is implied that all safety issues have been identified in this report. Safety audits do not 
constitute a design review nor are they an assessment of standards with respect to engineering or 
planning documents. 

Readers are urged to seek specific technical advice on matters raised and not rely solely on the report. 

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the report, it is made available on the basis 
that anyone relying on it does so at their own risk without any liability to the safety audit team or their 
organisations.  
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2 Safety Concerns 
The reader is advised that many of these issues are inter-related, and as such the issues cannot be 
read in isolation.  The SAT advise that technical advice from the relevant experts should be sought to 
fully understand the nature and extent of the issues raised. 

This Road Safety Audit has been presented to generally identify the road safety concerns raised as a 
result of the inspections.  The SAT have met with Council project staff to discuss these issues, and to 
discuss verbally some of the remedial treatments proposed to address concerns raised by others. 

2.1 General Issues select from the list 

The SAT undertook a series of site inspections at different times of the day, over a series of days, to 
assess the operating environment for different levels of traffic flows and times.  This included morning 
peak, off-peak (daytime), evening peak, and off peak (night).  In addition to this, the SAT individually 
observed the street during periods of wet night conditions.  To fully understand the look and feel of the 
street, the SAT undertook numerous opportunities to drive through, as well as cycle through, the 
network to appreciate the environment first hand. 

This allowed the SAT to observe the operation and configuration of the street under different conditions, 
to determine if any identified issue is common to all times of the day, or specific to an isolated time 
frame or operating condition. 

The following sections outline issues that the SAT have observed, and offer a commentary on the 
specifics of the issues.  This includes positive aspects that have been done well, and could be 
incorporated in further designs (where necessary).  This later group have been identified as comments. 

2.1.1 Speed Environment / Operating Speed Significant 

The SAT reviewed the new road formation of St Asaph Street, from the Ferry Road / St Asaph Street 
intersection, through to the Antigua Street / St Asaph Street intersection.  The Antigua Street 
intersection was excluded from the audit as it is currently under redevelopment as part of the An 
Accessible City TP 1B project. 

The applied street design for St Asaph Street generally has a kerb to kerb dimension (between build 
outs) of 6.6 m allowing for the formation of two lanes of approximately 3.3 m width, along with kerbside 
parking (where applied) of approximately 2.2 – 2.3 m width. 

A separated uni-directional cycle path of 2 m is provided along the southern kerb line of the original road 
alignment.  This is separated from the parking spaces by a nominal 1.1m raised island.  This width 
varies throughout the project depending on the width of the kerb build outs.  This nominal separator 
width is the desirable width specified in the Christchurch City Council Cycle Design Guidelines: Part B; 
Design Principles Best Practice Guide. 

The SAT undertook a series of drive through exercises, and observed the progression speed of traffic 
under varying density of traffic flow.  It was observed that under normal operating conditions, the posted 
speed limit of 50km/h could not be achieved due to the sequencing of the traffic signals, and the general 
nature of vehicle movements.  Discussions with the CTOC Real Time Operations Team reveal that the 
normal progression of traffic along St Asaph Street is around 30 km/h (taken from their real-time 
monitoring of traffic signals).  

Off peak (day), the speed of progression is again determined by the complexity of parking movements 
along the street, and the signal phasing of the intersecting north-south streets.  Typically, the signal 
phasing’s are set by the SCATS system to determine the best optimisation of progression for all 
directions of travel.  An override of the system to advance the progression of one street will often slow 
the progression of the opposing streets. 

Off peak night – the phasing is set for a 30 km/h progression along the route.  While a 50 km/h speed 
could be achieved between each intersection block (a distance of approximately 220 m), this would 
result in a stop at each intersecting cross roads intersection for the red phase. 

The introduction of the new kerb narrowing’s (build outs) associated with the new design has 
incorporated elements required to correctly position the driver into the lane, minimise the risk of drivers 
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turning into the new cycle lane, along with the opportunity to provide street side parking facilities that are 
sheltered from the through lane.  The SAT note that during peak travel times, and off peak (day) travel 
times, the inclusion of kerb side parking creates an element of street narrowing, visually reinforcing a 
busy street operating environment. 

 

 

  

Photo 1:  Example of new constrained road 
environment.  Note low conspicuity of kerb. 

 Photo 2:  Example of kerb build outs to achieve 
protection for parked vehicles, and correct 
placement of traffic signals. 

The SAT observe that the operating environment, and the progression speeds reinforce a speed slower 
than that legally posted at 50km/h.  Physically, the through progression speed capable, given the signal 
sequencing is around 30 km/h. 

Observations on site reveal that cars undertaking a turn into properties currently appear to be rushed, 
with the driver concerned with the speed / proximity of following traffic.  At higher speeds, this effect is 
amplified, resulting in rapid turn in movements.  Similarly, the turn out movement requires the driver to 
identify a gap in the traffic stream.  Typically they should be concentrating on the nearside lane, 
however it was noted on a few occasions where the driver departed directly across to the off side lane to 
undertake a right turn at the next intersection. 

Retaining the current 50 km/h through traffic speed, given the complexity of parking and turn 
movements, can result in more frequent nose to tail crashes, along with an increased risk of crashes 
with drivers turning left over the cycle lane, resulting in potentially high severity side impact crashes 
(cyclist into side of car, or car into side of cyclist). 

St Asaph Street is on the southern boundary of the central city 30 km/h cordon area (Refer to Figure 2).  
It is noted that Colombo Street has a 30 km/h speed limit southward to Moorhouse Avenue. 

   
Figure 2:  Current Central City 30 km/h speed limit area. 
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Recommendation(s) 

Given that the normal day progression speed is around 30 km/h, the SAT recommends that the legal 
speed limit be lowered to 30 km/h to better reflect the speed environment, and match the actual 
operating speed. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.2 Parking Movements - Comment select from the list 

The St Asaph Street design substantially changes the layout of the street and the environment in which 
it operates, when compared to the wide open nature of the old street layout.  The new design is 
conducive to the changed environment of the central city core, and is noted to be in keeping with the 
overall scheme plan for the central city.  This plan places an equal emphasis on all modes of travel, be 
they motor vehicle, cycle or pedestrian.  This includes the effect of the new environment to elements 
such as entering and exiting road side parking spaces. 

As stated in Section 2.1.1, the parking stall widths are approximately 2.0 – 2.2 m in width.  These 
parking stall widths typically encourage tight parking to the kerb face for private vehicles, with larger 
vehicles (up to 2.4 m in width) overhanging the marked stall space. 

Observations of parking movements throughout all site visits reveal that, as is typical for busy central 
city streets, drivers often drive past, stop and reverse into tight parking spaces.  This requires following 
traffic to stop in their lane to allow this movement to occur.  Where there is a suitable manoeuvre space, 
drivers were observed driving nose first into a parking space, and reversing to final position, with some 
drivers opting to drive onto and over the low kerbs to minimise the impact on the traffic.  This movement 
is generally undertaken at a slow speed and also requires the following driver to slow and / or stop.  
Other vehicles, mainly 4WD / Ute type vehicles, drive over the kerb build outs into the parking bays. 

These parking movements are made more complex when the parking space is located on the right hand 
side of the road, as is with St Asaph Street.  In this instance, the driver is on the kerb side, and has a 
better gauge of adjacent parked vehicle positions when entering.  However, upon exit, the driver is 
placed on the off-side of the road traffic lane, and has poor rearward visibility due to the vehicle 
geometry, and the acute rearward view angle (over the shoulder, left side).   

This is typical for a one way street, and is appropriate for St Asaph Street as this movement is on the 
opposite side of the road from the cycle facility.  

The placement of street planters along the street assist with the definition of the reduced road corridor, 
and provide a level of speed management.  These planters also provide protection from drivers 
“undertaking” (illegally passing on the right hand side of a vehicle that is in a traffic lane) at speed to 
advance along the parking shoulder.  This situation would mainly occur at off peak times, or low traffic 
density. 
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The planters installed generally have a sloped face (in respect to the traffic direction of travel) that 
assists drivers with entry and exit movements.  The provision of perpendicular ends results in an 
impeded ability to easily enter and exit the parking space. 

 

 

  

Photo 3:  Example of new planter – north side.  Note 
lack of plants installed to define vertical element. 

 Photo 4 

Submissions have been made concerning the risk of opening doors being impacted by through traffic.  
Generally, if an impact with a door occurs, it would result in vehicle damage only, especially at the 
current 30 km/h operating speed.  The SAT do acknowledge that if a driver alighting from a parked 
vehicle took no care in exiting their vehicle, then there may be a risk of a glancing impact from a through 
vehicle.  It is important to note that this could occur anywhere on the road network, and is not 
necessarily a function of the St Asaph Street design only. 

The SAT have reviewed this operation and note the following: 

1. The driver of a parked vehicle must make sure that the road corridor is safe to open the door, 

2. The definition of the parking space is generally well done with paint markings, 

3. The position of through traffic is not well defined.  Currently the lane is represented as the space 
between the road centreline and the edge of the parking space. 

The SAT consider that an appropriate form of marking or guidance is required to better position the 
through traffic to their lane, moving the passing traffic away from the parked vehicle, offering an 
increased margin for door opening.  This would also offer a greater margin of safety for pedestrians 
walking out mid-block between parked vehicles to cross the road. 

Recommendation(s) 

Install an appropriate form of marking or guidance to better position the through traffic in their lane, 
moving the passing traffic away from the parked vehicle, offering an increased margin for door opening, 
and improved safety for people walking out from between parked vehicles. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
infrequent 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
unlikely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
minor 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
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Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
infrequent 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
unlikely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
minor 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.3 Left Turn Movements – Into and out of access ways Significant 

The access to properties to the south of St Asaph Street will be undertaken through a left turn in 
movement, over the newly formed separated cycle facility.  It is noted that at most access points, the 
design has incorporated a kerb build-out to increase the tightness of the left turn, resulting in a lower 
speed as they enter onto the cycle facility that provides the priority through movement to the cyclist. 

While cycling through the facility, a member of the SAT also encountered a series of occasions where 
rapid braking was required to avoid a left turn movement undertaken by a driver of a vehicle.  During 
these times, it was the slow speed created by the kerb build out that ensured that the crossing speeds 
were low, and a suitable reaction could be undertaken.  Cyclists utilising the cycle facility do so from 
within a confined space, with little opportunity to undertake a lateral avoidance movement.   

It was observed that many commute cyclists were travelling at speeds estimated to be between 20 km/h 
and 30 km/h along the cycle facility.  This operating speed for cyclists could result in turning drivers 
having difficulty in assessing gaps within the cycle stream. 

While on site the SAT were made aware of a left turn crash involving a car turning in front of a cyclist.  
This crash resulted in minor injuries not requiring medical attention (bruising / abrasions).  The SAT 
immediately notified the Council of the crash and location for their attention. 

It is important to note that under the traffic regulations, the left turn driver is at all times required to give 
way to all cyclists and pedestrians undertaking a through movement along the street, irrespective of a 
separated cycleway or not. 

The SAT are mindful of the reduction in available parking created by the kerb build-outs along the street, 
and have considered these in relation to the streetscape, user safety and parking capacity. 

The SAT are of the mind that the kerb build outs are necessary for the correct positioning and 
orientation of left turn traffic, and to importantly protect the sight line to the right for exiting drivers.   

 

 

  

Photo 5:  Example of left turn in protection offered 
by kerb build out.  Note utilisation of this space for 
cycle parking and street art (installed by local 
business) 

 Photo 6:  Example of unprotected left turn in.  Driver 
is positioned such that they cannot see back down 
cycle facility. 

As discussed, this left turn will be required to be undertaken from the through lane, and the driver will be 
subject to pressure to depart the traffic lane from traffic formed behind. 
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The absence of any kerb build out at the left turn position will poorly position the driver undertaking the 
left turn, potentially resulting in poor visibility of approaching cyclists.  Furthermore – the allowance of a 
loading zone or parking space immediately adjacent to this turn location, will block all visibility of 
approaching cyclists, and block the visibility for exiting drivers, resulting in them having to nose out into 
the traffic stream with no sight of approaching traffic.  This greatly increases the risk of blocking the 
cycle lane or side impact into exiting vehicles, with the potential for serious injury. 

The SAT have reviewed the applied markings and coloured surfacing at these left turn movement 
locations, and have a number of concerns on their impact.  The green surfacing applied is well done, 
appropriate, and is consistent with all other cycle facilities currently being installed throughout 
Christchurch, and New Zealand.  However, the SAT are concerned that the symbols applied are directed 
at the cyclist, and not the driver of an entering / exiting vehicle.   

It is not typically the role of the SAT to offer solutions to the problems identified.  However, at the 
request of Council, the SAT have considered that nature of the risks present, and propose some typical 
solutions that may address (at least in part) the concerns raised.    

A recent study of the St Vincent Street separated facility in Nelson has demonstrated that the orientation 
of the cycle symbols to the entering / exiting driver, along with an arrow for the direction that the cyclist 
is approaching from, offers a suitable solution.  Furthermore – there is no signage applied warning the 
driver that there is a risk of a cyclist approaching from behind them (masked by the parked vehicles).  
While signs at every access may not be appropriate, at key locations they may offer the best solution. 

The SAT consider that there may be opportunity to explore a solid barrier line on the traffic side of the 
cycleway green markings to highlight that the driver is crossing over a separated facility.  In some 
locations throughout NZ, this barrier line is formed through the use of a low profile black and yellow 
raised separator. 

 

 

  

Photo 7:  Example of low profile raised separator at 
access – Bi-directional facility, Quay Street, 
Auckland 

 Photo 8:  Example of cycle marking for access 
points  

The SAT consider that in some locations, the applied kerb build outs are long, and could be utilised for 
an additional parking space, or with a reconfiguration of the parking, allow the inclusion of a loading 
zone / short stay, all the while keeping sufficient build out to protect the left turn movement sight lines. 

It is important to note that under the traffic regulations, it is illegal to park closer than 1m to the edge of 
an access point.  An independent safety review undertaken for Council, with respect to sight lines and 
parking for separated cycle ways, has stated that this offset should typically be 3m minimum to maintain 
an appropriate level of intervisibility.   

When considering this 3 m (minimum) set-back requirement many existing kerb build outs, should they 
be removed, would not result in sufficient length to allow an additional parking space to be formed.   

Recommendation(s) 

1. An appropriate treatment barrier / warning system should be investigated to highlight the risk of 
approaching cyclists to the left turn driver crossing the separated cycle facility. 

2. Appropriate pavement markings should be investigated and applied to warn drivers that they are 
crossing over a legal through movement by cyclists. 
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3. That any remedial changes to the size / location of the kerb build outs retain the width at the 
entrance end to ensure that the driver undertakes the turn from within the through lane, 
minimising the risk of turning over a cyclist in the through movement on the separated cycle 
facility. 

4. Each access way should be assessed individually to determine if additional parking spaces can 
be installed that maintain the desired level of safety for the left turn in / left turn out movement. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.4 Lane Width Significant 

The lane configuration, and the complexity of parking movements, is very similar to many other one way 
streets in close proximity, in that to access the parking stalls, a vehicle will be required to either drive in / 
drive out (typical if there is clear space before / after the park), or reverse parking.  In the case of the 
latter, any following traffic will be required to stop until the parking manoeuvre is complete, or the driver 
changes lanes if safe to do so.   

The lane widths of 3.3 are typical for the central city environment under the revised street layout for 
Christchurch.  This is similar to other one way roads such as Tuam Street, Montreal Street (new layout) 
and Durham Street. 

Of note was observations of large vehicles parking in the shoulder parking spaces, with a portion of the 
vehicle overhanging the through traffic lane.  In addition, the SAT observed on numerous occasions 
where large and small vehicles (typically delivery vehicles) were parked within the through lane, blocking 
traffic.  This action contravenes the traffic regulations (unless for an emergency situation), and causes 
significant safety risks to users of the street.   

Poor lane discipline can result in through vehicles impacting with opening doors, people alighting from 
their vehicles, and greatly increases the risk of impact with pedestrians emerging from between two 
parked cars, where their view line along the street will be impacted by parked vehicles, especially HCV 
and SUV type vehicles. 
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Photo 9:  Example of larger SUV overhanging 
parking space.  Note door into edge of traffic lane. 

 
Photo 10:  Example of illegal parking by delivery 
vehicles 

Of note to the SAT is the lack of kerbside edge definition of the lane, resulting in poor positioning of the 
vehicle relative to the traffic lane, and allowing drivers to encroach closer to parked vehicles.  During off 
peak times (night and weekends) this width is amplified as a result of low form kerbs installed, and the 
lack of verticality close to the road edge.   

The SAT consider that the placement of an appropriate edge definition, encouraging better lane 
discipline, is required to ensure that the through driver maintains an appropriate offset from parked 
vehicles. 

Recommendation(s) 

Include an appropriate edge line treatment to reinforce lane position for the through traffic driver creating 
a buffer to the parking space, and minimise the risk of impact with pedestrians, alighting vehicle 
occupants and vehicle doors opening. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.5 Separator Formation – Width and Height Significant 

Refer also to Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. 

The formation of the separator has been undertaken in accordance with best international practice, that 
being with a kerb formation on each side of the cycle facility, as shown in Photo 11 below. 

This style of formation presents multiple kerb steps requiring people to step up and down from, 
especially those alighting from vehicles, or crossing midblock.  It is noted that typically these steps 
would be on the kerb line on each side of the road.   
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This style of cycleway design is new to Christchurch, and will require some adaption by users to the new 
design.  It is noted however that the placement of multiple kerbs and steps is not new.  In places 
throughout the city there are central median islands, kerb build outs as part of local area traffic 
management etc.   

It is noted that this issue is at most risk on the mid-block sections.  Mid-block the pedestrian will be 
concentrating on the identification and acceptance of a gap in traffic.  This heavy concentration on the 
traffic may result in a lower level of awareness of the actual ground conditions and level changes.  At 
intersections full cut down facilities are installed for pedestrians in accordance with best practice. 

The SAT noted that at a number of locations the new formation offered poor visual contrast to these 
changes in height.  With the new formation, it may be difficult for elderly and visually impaired users to 
define the edges due to the lack of tonal contrast this instance.   

Key to this safety issue is the education element of what the new designs incorporate, and how they 
should be utilised.  A well-developed education campaign would raise the awareness of the design, and 
how this should be used. 

The awareness of the change in separator height can be mitigated through a mixture of treatments.  
These include: 

1. Education of the public of the new facilities, and behaviours expected  

2. placement of an appropriate contrast tonal marking in high pedestrian use zones, 

3. Better enhancement of the kerb build outs through the use of items such as planters and 
possible signage. 

 

 

  

Photo 11:  Example of typical separator formation.  Photo 12:  Example of cycle facility raised to 
footpath level, with concrete edge treatments to 
define path. 

Recommendation(s) 

1. Undertake an education program for the public of the use of the new facilities, and behaviours 
expected. 

2. Placement of an appropriate contrast tonal marking on separators / cycle facility edge in high 
pedestrian use zones, 

3. Better enhancement of the kerb build outs through the use of items such as planters and 
possible signage. 
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Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
very likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

In the instance where a pedestrian loses their footing and falls onto the traffic lane, the risk of DSI is 
very likely, all other situations would generally be considered unlikely.  Elderly typically have a 
higher level of fragility, and could sustain a higher level of injury. 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.6 Delineation  Moderate 

The SAT undertook both a daytime and night time assessment of the St Asaph Street layout to 
understand the nature and level of guidance provided to the motorist. 

It was noted that the new kerb formation produced a grey on grey tone, offering poor contrast to 
highlight the kerb units.  To counter this, the project has installed red kerb top RRPM markers on the 
faces that are visible to the approaching driver.  This delineation is at approximately 100 mm above the 
road surface. 

Of concern to the SAT was the high proportion of RRPM’s that were absent – evident by the adhesion 
marks on the kerb top.  This would indicate that the attachment adhesive utilised has failed under 
general use, and the effect of vehicles running over the low profile kerb to access car parks or driving 
into access ways.  This overrun gets worse as more units are knocked off, resulting in a higher level of 
impacts onto the units, resulting in a greater level of loss. 

 

 

  

Photo 13:  Example of RRPM loss  Photo 14:  Example of Red RRPM installed on kerb 
top. 

Recommendation(s) 

1. Install appropriate delineation devices to highlight the kerb edges, especially during night time 
off-peak and weekend use. 
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2. Undertake immediate remedial repairs of installed red RRPM’s 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
moderate 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.7 Line Markings Moderate 

Delineation can also take the form of road markings, where reflectorized road markings provide the level 
of channelization required for general night operations.  It was observed that there was a very high level 
of poor road markings, resulting in an inconsistent and inappropriate level of guidance.  This was found 
to be accentuated at night, especially during wet road conditions, where the old road markings (ones not 
refreshed) disappeared from view due to the wet surface and poor retro reflectivity.   This will result in 
poor lane discipline for drivers as they will be unable to judge where the actual lane is. 

 

 

  

Photo 15:  Example of old and ineffective pavement 
markings – Manchester St / St Asaph St. 

 
Photo 16:  Example of conflicting markings 
(including “ghost” markings from old road layout) 

In many instances the new road alignment has required the removal of the old road lane lines.  These 
have been removed by abrasion, and have resulted in “ghost” markings that become more apparent 
during wet weather.  This creates confusion as often two line systems will be visible. 

The removal of old markings should not be hard to the existing edge of the marking – this only creates a 
line that will become more apparent in the wet.  The following excerpt from the New Zealand Road 
Markers Federation recommends the following for line removal: 

5.1 Supporting Principles 

1. Where line markings are removed permanently, that this is done in such a way that the 
chance of the motorist being confused as to position on the carriageway, particularly 
in wet weather and poor lighting conditions is minimised. Widening and softening the 
edges of existing markings may do this. 
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A new reconfiguration of a street such as this should be subject to a total remark of all lanes lines, and 
inclusion of additional edge lines (as required) to clearly define the new lanes.  Given the poor 
performance of conventional markings during periods of wet weather and/or night conditions, it is 
recommended that an appropriate high profiled pavement marking system that performs well in wet 
conditions is incorporated for this, and all future projects of a similar nature. 

Recommendation(s) 

1. That the project length is remarked utilising an appropriate high profiled pavement marking 
system that performs well in wet and / or dark conditions. 

2. That all ghost markings be eliminated as much as possible noting the guidelines outlined by the 
Road Markers Federation, and that clear specifications be inserted into all future contracts of a 
similar nature.  

3. Consider the use of temporary taped lane markings for future temporary works, or delay placing 
the final asphalt surfacing to minimise ghost markings. 

4. Undertake a review of the specifications for all future major central city projects to ensure that an 
appropriate level or remark of all pavement markings is incorporated. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
moderate 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.8 Bus Stops Moderate 

The SAT note the introduction of a new and innovative treatment style for the cycle facility crossing over 
a bus stop.  The SAT commend the approach. 

Key to this treatment style is the change of colour of the surfacing (red) and the placement of a 
compulsory Give Way control for cyclists approaching the bus stop.  The provision of the cycle facility 
surface being at footpath level allows easy access for mobility impaired.  The placement of seating away 
from the bus stop ensures that, in general, people waiting for the bus do so away from the through 
movement on the cycle facility. 

This control requires all cyclists to Give Way to passengers entering / exiting from a bus, when the bus 
is stationary at the bus stop. 

The current design has the bus timetable information installed on the pole immediately adjacent to the 
traffic lane side of the separator.  This requires the pedestrian to cross over the cycle facility, read the 
information, and then cross back to the seating.  This exposes the pedestrian to multiple opportunities 
for impact with a cyclist.  The placement of the bus timetable on the footpath side of the cycle facility 
would minimise these conflicts.  
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Photo 17:  Cyclists view on approach to bus stop.  
Note Give Way sign (circled) is lost in street 
furniture, and rubbish bin placed in the cycle 
facility. 

 Photo 18:  Bus patron utilising new facility.  Note 
that they are in the shade of the bus and may not be 
clearly visible to cyclists using the system. 

Recommendation(s) 

1. Install all bus timetable and route information on the footpath side of the cycle facility. 

2. Ensure that all signs (esp Give Way) are located to optimise visibility.  This will require an 
assessment of the sign location from the position where a user would be expected to readily 
observe a sign. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
moderate 

In the instance where a pedestrian steps inadvertently in front of a cyclist, the risk of DSI is likely.  
Elderly typically have a higher level of fragility, and could sustain a higher level of injury. 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.9 Refuse Bins / Rubbish Collection Moderate 

During the site inspections it was noted that there were instances of bins being placed within the 
separated cycle facility, or had fallen into the cycle facility following pickup. 
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Photo 19:  Example of rubbish bins placed in the 
cycle facility. 

 Photo 20:  Rubbish bins placed in the parking 
shoulder.  Note bins topple into cycle lane and 
block entrance. 

This will result in cyclist’s travel being compromised, with the risk of impact with a rubbish bin being high 
on collection day.  The presence of vertical kerbs either side of the cycle facility restricts the cyclist’s 
ability to safely take evasive action.  

Recommendation(s) 

Have all business be made aware of the required safe location for bins, and ensure that the rubbish 
collection contractors are informed on the safe placement of bins once emptied. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
moderate 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.1.10 Left Turn Signal Phase Significant 

It was observed on a number of instances and locations where the left turn motorist was held for the 
cycle through movement, yet no cyclists were present.  This resulted in some motorists checking behind, 
while a number did not, before proceeding with the turn.   

There were instances observed where the motorist did not take any observance and compliance with the 
red left turn arrow, and turned directly in front of a cyclist’s path, requiring the cyclist to brake hard. 

The SAT observed that there were advance detection loops installed on the cycle facility on the 
approach to an intersection.  This assists in the recognition of cyclist approaching the intersection, and 
the correct phase being displayed. 

The SAT are mindful that having a priority cycle call on the red left turn arrow has advantages, and 
protects the through movement of cyclists.  Given the separated nature of the cycle facility, and NZ 
traffic regulations requiring the formal control of left turn vehicles over the cycleway, this is considered 
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appropriate, however could lead to frustration for an impatient driver.  It is important to note that this 
style of left turn treatment is now being applied extensively throughout the central city as the Accessible 
City and Cycleway programs roll out.  This will increase everyone’s awareness of the required safe 
actions. 

Similarly, it was observed that there was a number of cyclists that chose to run the intersection while 
they had a red cycle symbol.  This placed them directly exposed to a legal left turn movement by the 
motorist. 

It is the opinion of the SAT that a robust education campaign is required to the public and all users to 
highlight the safe operation of these left turn facilities. 

Recommendation(s) 

That the Council undertake an extensive education campaign on the new facilities, and the safe use 
expectations required of all users.  This is to include deliveries, cyclists, motorists, and pedestrians. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.2 Ferry Road / St Asaph Street Intersection 

The reader is directed to consider that while each of the issues raised in this section has a specific 
rating identified, the cumulative effect of all of these items has resulted in an overall rating of Significant, 
and as such requires careful consideration and response that incorporates the elements to address all 
items. 

2.2.1 Vehicles entering Separated Cycleway  Moderate 

At the time of undertaking the site inspection, the SAT observed 3 vehicles drive down the separated 
cycleway within 30 minutes during the morning off peak travel time.  All three vehicles had to reverse or 
turn and drive the wrong way out.  These vehicles would have been blind to a cyclist entering from the 
Ferry Road (westbound) lane. 

Observations on site indicate that drivers are getting confused as to the westbound lane.  This is due to 
the lack of physical separation, and apparent entry, at the cycle lane crossing.  While close scrutiny of 
the intersection would reveal the cycle lane markings and coloured surface, to the approaching driver, 
requiring to make an instant decision, the clarity of the correct path is less defined. 

The designers should consider the placement of a vertical physical barrier (such as stick on bollards or 
hold loops) to visually restrict the entry into the cycleway. 
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Photo 21:  The blue car “comfortably” driving along 
the 2 way cycle path.  The man in the red top 
flagged down the car and got the driver to reverse 
back out of the cycle lane. 

 

Photo 22:  The silver car on the right has just 
completed a 5 point turn at the Cashel Street end of 
the 2 way cycleway before heading back to Ferry 
Road. 

Recommendation(s) 

Improve the delineation and channelisation of Ferry Road traffic approaching the St Asaph Street 
intersection.  While a wider review of the intersection layout and operation is recommended (discussed 
below in further detail), in the interim it is strongly recommended the use of bollards to prohibit motorists 
from accidentally accessing the cycle path. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
occasional 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
moderate 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.2.2 Intersection Function Significant 

The SAT understand the conflicting movements required at this intersection, and have considered these 
movements in relation to the current layout.  Key to the safe operation of an intersection with complex 
movements such as this is the need to have the layout intuitive (as much as possible) to the road users. 

The SAT consider that the current intersection form does not deliver an intuitive layout, and requires 
multiple complex decisions to be made. 

 Lack of visibility between westbound cyclist (Ferry) and westbound cyclist (St Asaph) when 
intersection running at capacity.  Ferry cyclists required to give way to St Asaph cyclist 

 Confusing signs for movements 

 Multiple give way requirements that conflict for different users.  Left turn driver into Ferry is 
required to give way (see Photo 25), yet in the same location cyclists are required to give way for 
eastbound movement.  It is assumed that the give way requirement for cyclists is cyclist 
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movement over the pedestrian crossing, however the sign also requires the cyclist to give way to 
left turn vehicles. 

 The give way for the left turn movement (into Ferry Road) is positioned in such a location that it 
legally applies (placed on the left side of the cycle lane) to the westbound cycle movement.  This 
conflicts with the priorities for the other approaches for the cycle lanes. 

 Signs have been rotated to an incorrect direction 

 Number of signs result in poor readability, blocked signs, conflicting / confusing layout.  High 
number of signs causes confusion 

 

 

  

Photo 23: Confusing markings and signs – Ferry 
Road / St Asaph Street intersection 

 
Photo 24:  Confusing markings and signs – Ferry 
Road / St Asaph Street intersection 

 

 

  

Photo 25:  Confusing markings and signs – Ferry 
Road / St Asaph Street intersection 

 
Photo 26:  Example of cycle path exiting 
(eastbound) from the Ferry Road Intersection.  Note 
pole damage to left. 

Recommendation(s) 

1. That the designers undertake a review of the current design, noting these conflicts and 
constraints, and undertake a remedial design to address the issues.  The signage needs to be 
intuitive and easy to read – too much signage and the motorist/cyclists cannot absorb all the 
information in such a short decision time when entering the intersection.   

2. It is strongly recommended that the design team observe driver behaviour on site to understand 
the conflicts and confusion that exist.    
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Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.2.3 Cycleway Markings Significant 

Refer also to Section 2.2.2. 

The cycle markings are confusing for the user.  The green markings do not follow the path of the user as 
observed by the SAT.  The ramp markings visually appear as a limit line – reinforcing the indication that 
the cyclist is required to give way for the westbound movement. 

A review of the supplied plans indicate that the Detailed Design approved (refer to Figure 2-3) has the 
westbound (St Asaph) cyclist having to give way to the eastbound cyclist movement. 

The design drawing shows a large area of green surfacing covering the whole conflict zone at the Ferry 
Road intersection.  It was observed that the green markings are confined to the path of the cycle lane 
only, reducing the effectiveness that total coverage would provide.  

Cyclists are approaching the intersection at generally 20km/h to 30km/h, however the markings (and 
signage) is reasonably complex and difficult to interpret when travelling at these speeds, especially 
when changing direction, and potentially giving way to other cyclists, motorists and pedestrians.   

The complex layout also coincides where vehicle stacking and buses entering St Asaph completely 
block the conflict zone of crossing cyclists.  This is discussed further below. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3:  Design Drawing of intersection.  
Figure 2-4:  Actual controls and markings 
installed. 
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Recommendation(s) 

1. The intersection layout needs to be reviewed to ensure the conflicting cycle movements are 
either avoided altogether or relocated so they do not occur at the same location as cars and 
buses queuing back on the Ferry Road approach to St Asaph Street.   

2. Consider extending the St Asaph cycle lane further west across the Ferry Road intersection then 
merge into the existing 2 way path. 

3. Consider extending the existing 2 way path further east along Ferry Road before crossing the 
eastbound cyclists to the north side of Ferry Road – possibly as far down as at Barbadoes 
Street. 

4. These changes will simplify the cycleway and minimises the conflict points, marking and 
signage. 

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.2.4 Bus / Vehicle blocking Cycleway Significant 

Ferry Road is a dominant bus route.  During the site inspections it was observed on numerous 
occasions that stacked vehicles waiting to turn from Ferry Road into St Asaph Street, be they cars or 
buses.  A summary of issues is presented below:  

 Bus’s overhang facility – multiple stack of vehicles causing cyclists to veer around and between 
vehicles, especially buses, 

 Stacked buses blocking visibility for cyclist and eliminating cyclists ability to observe cyclists 
approaching along the system on Ferry Road approach to bi-directional facility, 

 Drivers failing to look right upon exiting Ferry Road, driving directly into the path of an 
approaching cyclist on a permitted through movement, 
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Photo 27:  Current design requires an exiting bus to 
straddle the new facility.  Cyclists cannot see 
merging cyclists on opposite side of the bus 

 Photo 28:  Multiple cars parked over the new 
facility.  This was observed at almost every time 
where vehicles queued for exit. 

Recommendation(s) 

Refer also to the recommendation in Section 2.2.3.   

Due to the layout and operation of the intersection cyclists cannot safely use the cycleway as intended 
(including pedestrian using the zebra crossing).  The existing layout needs to be revised to remove the 
conflicts and poor and unsafe interaction between all transport modes.  

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
 

 

 

2.3 Madras Street / St Asaph Intersection select from the list 

The Madras Street / St Asaph Street intersection will ultimately form the junction between two major 
cycle routes.  To facilitate this, the new configuration has been installed, and temporary restrictions 
installed until full use is possible. 

The final configuration allows a signalised turn movement into and out of High Street. 

2.3.1 Partial Implementation Significant 

The SAT acknowledge that the Madras Street / St Asaph Street intersection was incomplete in the 
implementation at the time of the RSA.  It is understood that this portion of the project will be complete 
at a time when the linkage to the Tuam Street facility is complete, and approval for the new signals and 
controls for the Madras Street / St Asaph Street diagonal crossing has been approved for use. 

The SAT Have considered this partial implementation, and make the following comments: 
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 The outbound right turn movement lane is currently blocked by stick on bollards.  However the 
SAT noted that cyclists were still using the inbound lane to exit over to High Street – a 
movement that is not supported by signals control. 

 Some traffic signal heads were covered to avoid confusion.  It is understood that these aspects 
will become operational when the new crossing movement becomes active. 

 Drivers entering into the bi-directional cycleway illegally (refer to Section 2.2.1) have been 
observed aligning themselves for the westbound movement at the signals, from the inbound 
cycle lane.  A member of the SAT in the left hand most lane on St Asaph Street had a motorist 
advance from this position into the left hand lane, westbound.  This is not a permitted 
movement, and could have resulted in a side swipe crash. 

 Cyclists were observed using the inbound lane to bypass the red cycle phase, while St Asaph 
Street traffic is moving. 

 There are incomplete line markings on the footpath that appear to be marked for removal – 
these correspond to kerb cut-downs. 

 The left hand traffic signal (westbound) for the cycle facility is partially masked by a preceding 
sign. 

 The current dashed leader line between the St Asaph Street bi-directional facility, and the 
partially completed High Street facility.  The current road markings do not give good guidance to 
the cyclists.  The current line leads from the left hand side of the High street facility, onto the 
centre of the bi-directional facility.  The use of a white line could miss-lead a driver.  A change of 
colour to (say) green dashed would better represent the cycle path. 

 The markings on Madras Street were incomplete, and resulted in what appeared to be an 
additional lane where cyclists were required to position for the northbound movement.  Colouring 
of the road surface would be required to clearly define the cycle lanes to avoid motorists 
positioning themselves in the cycle lanes. 

 

 

 

Photo 29:  Madras Street / St Asaph Street.  Note 
footpath markings marked for removal? 

 
Photo 30:  Sign masks primary traffic signal for 
cyclists. 
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Photo 31:  Miss-aligned pavement markings for 
cyclists.  Note – this could be confused for 
conventional lane leader lines for drivers. 

 Photo 32:  Lack of green markings – Madras Street. 

Given the incomplete nature of the current intersection, the SAT have not undertaken a full RSA for this 
component.  This should be done once the facility is near to being opened, with the capacity to observe 
its full operation. 

Recommendation(s) 

The a full Road Safety Audit is undertaken of the completed installation at the time of opening (or 
immediately prior)  

Frequency 

Crashes are likely to be 
common 

Severity 

Death or serious injury is 
likely 

Rating 

The safety concern is 
significant 

This rating is based upon the risk that users will be unfamiliar with a signalised diagonal crossing, 
with cyclists entering into the intersection from a separated facility that will not be visible to drivers in 
the right hand most lane. 

Designer 
response 

 

Safety 
Engineer 
comment 

 

Client decision 
 

 

Action taken 
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3 Audit Statement 
We declare that we remain independent of the design team, and have not been influenced in any way by 
any party during this road safety audit. 

We certify that we have used the available plans, and have examined the specified roads and their 
environment, to identify features of the project we have been asked to look at that could be changed, 
removed or modified in order to improve safety. 

We have noted the safety concerns that have been evident in this audit, and have made 
recommendations that may be used to assist in improving safety. 

Signed Date 13 March 2017 

National Specialist – Road Safety, MWH 

Signed Date 13 March 2017 

Technical Director – Civil Engineering, Beca 
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4 Response and Decision Statements 
System designers and the people who use the roads must all share responsibility for creating a road 
system where crash forces do not result in death or serious injury. 

4.1 Designer’s Responses 
I have studied and considered the auditors’ safety concerns and recommendations for safety 
improvements set out in this road safety audit report and I have responded accordingly to each safety 
concern with the most appropriate and practical solutions and actions, which are to be considered 
further by the safety engineer (if applicable) and project manager. 

Signed  Date  

[Designer’s name, qualification, position, company] 

4.2 Safety Engineer’s Comments (if applicable) 
I have studied and considered the auditors’ safety concerns and recommendations for safety 
improvements set out in this road safety audit report together with the designer’s responses. Where 
appropriate, I have added comments to be taken into consideration by the project manager when 
deciding on the action to be taken. 

Signed  Date  

[Safety Engineer’s name, qualification, position, company] 

4.3 Project Manager’s Decisions 
I have studied and considered the auditors’ safety concerns and recommendations for safety 
improvements set out in this road safety audit report, together with the designer’s responses and the 
comments of the safety engineer (if applicable), and having been guided by the auditor’s ranking of 
concerns have decided the most appropriate and practical action to be taken to address each of the 
safety concerns. 

Signed  Date  

[Project Manager’s name, qualification, position, company] 

4.4 Designer’s Statement 
I certify that the project manager’s decisions and directions for action to be taken to improve safety for 
each of the safety concerns have been carried out. 

Signed  Date  

[Designer’s name, qualification, position, company] 
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4.5 Safety Audit Close Out 
The project manager is to distribute the audit report incorporating the decisions to the designer, safety 
audit team leader, safety engineer, and project file. 

Date:………………………………. 
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Appendix  A   




